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Strange Encounters: Adventures of a
Renegade Naturalist. Daniel B. Botkin.
Tarcher/Putnam, New York, 2003. 272
pp. $24.95 (ISBN 1585422630 paper).

Most “good”science revolves around
seeking answers to what so often

appear to be fairly basic questions. Sci-
entists are driven by the very questions
that inspire their work, yet the answers
lead more often to further questions than
to satisfaction of the investigator’s cu-
riosity. Strange Encounters: Adventures of
a Renegade Naturalist recounts the ex-
periences of Daniel Botkin, a research
scientist at the University of California in
Santa Barbara and president of the Cen-
ter for the Study of the Environment. In
this delightful book, Botkin takes the
reader on a journey through the elaborate
process of discovery, drawing on nearly
30 years of fieldwork around the world.

Unlike many other tales spun by “rene-
gade” naturalists, Strange Encounters is a
down-to-earth and readable account of
the author’s lessons learned, from the
dawn of modern ecology to the present.
It takes readers from the precomputer
era to the age of supercomputers, and
from radioactive forests in Long Island to
the heart of the Amazon Basin. Along
the way, Botkin stops to reminisce and 
ruminate on a few pressing questions,
which become the focus of the book.
Each chapter presents a separate story
with its own lessons, some of which
change and some of which are devel-
oped further as the book progresses. The
presentation of the story line resembles
that of a fable: Each chapter carries a
small message that can be applied to is-
sues well beyond the scope of the story.

The sequence of the book is roughly
chronological, beginning with the dawn
of the new field of ecology (with some de-
tail as to how people actually got along
without computers). After briefly re-
flecting on how to arrive at a fair market

value for a whorehouse in the wilder-
ness of Idaho, Botkin begins his story 
in the radioactive forest of Brookhaven
National Laboratory on Long Island,
New York.“This was my introduction to
the world of post-Sputnik, highly funded,

high-technology scientific research,”
Botkin recalls. This later becomes a theme
that informs the rest of the book.Another
theme emerges while the author is re-
pairing an old mill in New England, one
that will be traced through nearly each
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chapter: old versus new. The author refers
repeatedly to his awe of technological
advances, and to the disparity between
the functional beauty of 19th-century
technology and the glamour of 20th-
century technology.

The beauty of Strange Encounters lies
in the simplicity and readability of the
text. The content will be comprehensible
to most readers and does not require a
scientific background. Each chapter pre-
sents small lessons in physics, geology,
and natural history, and each landscape
is depicted in simple and definable terms.
The would-be adventure stories of Africa,
Amazonia, Costa Rica, and other loca-
tions around the planet will appeal to
readers who are inquisitive but have lit-
tle interest in travel guides. That is, the ad-
venture lies more in the science lessons
and take-away messages than in the au-
thor’s journeys. In fact, the chapter enti-
tled “Lost in an African Wilderness” has
more to do with New England than it
does the Serengeti, yet, as in most of the
chapters, the take-home message is uni-
versal. In some cases, however, it seems as
though content and story line are lost to
plugs for physics and efforts to tie in each
chapter with the sometimes-redundant
underlying themes that trace and bind 
the stories into a more or less cohesive
structure.

The morals of the stories—the
lessons—are an essential element of the
book, but at times those lessons over-
whelm the plot. The story line of the
book is at times confusing, and the facts
and details often seem dilute and overly
simplistic. I was often left craving more
detail, more substance. I wanted to know
what the author was thinking and feeling
more than I wanted to know why, for
example, “the search for the amazing
triple-canopy rain forest”(in the chapter
with that title) is about how policy 
and myth often conflict with each other.
Having had some experience in the rain-
forest canopy, I had hoped for more of the
details that make this three-dimensional
realm so fascinating; I found instead an
unresolved search for definition.

On the other hand, I was delighted to
find the answers to some of science’s
more elusive questions: How many leaves
are on a tree? Is it okay to let your dog

drink from the toilet? In addition, read-
ers will be delighted to learn of attempts
to answer other intriguing riddles, such
as how many hours a whale sleeps, how
much food an elephant eats, and how
many bowhead whales ever lived on
Earth. Each of these seemingly basic ques-
tions is its own chapter and, as one might
expect, each tells the tale of how an in-
quisitive naturalist went about answering
it—or failing to answer it. Each question
also offers insight as to why anyone would
care, and shows that the answers are sel-
dom what one would expect.

Strange Encounters will interest a broad
audience with a diversity of backgrounds.
One need not be a scientist to follow the
content and glean lessons from Botkin’s
book; instead, readers are treated to a
simplified account of how one scientist
pursued his calling, from the cold war era
to the computer revolution, and what he
discovered in the process. Sometimes hu-
morous, witty, and weird, the stories al-
low opportunities for one to learn and to
become engaged in the trials and tribu-
lations of a renegade scientist. This very
readable book offers a comforting per-
spective through its numerous lessons
taught along the way.

GERRIT JAN SCHIPPER
NSF-IGERT Fellow

Department of Fisheries 
and Wildlife Resources

University of Idaho 
Moscow, ID 83844-1136

A MODERN, ENVIRONMENTAL 
JEREMIAH

Plan B: Rescuing a Planet under Stress
and a Civilization in Trouble. Lester R.
Brown. W. W. Norton, New York, 2003.
285 pp., illus. $15.95 (ISBN 0393325237
paper).

It is the prophet Jeremiah—that arche-
type of doomsayers—from whose

name is derived the term jeremiad, a tale
of woe. Lester Brown, in Plan B: Rescuing
a Planet under Stress and a Civilization in

Trouble, offers such a tale of woe (plan A)
but also some hope for salvation (plan B).
Brown maintains that under plan A,
today’s status quo, the planet faces four
key threats—water shortage; land degra-
dation; global warming; and the social ills
of poverty, disease, and illiteracy—that
could well prove our undoing. Collec-
tively, these will burst the “food bubble”
in which food production is artificially 
inflated as a result of overconsumption of
Earth’s natural resources. The barometer
of the severity of the world’s food short-
age will be China, as its grain harvests 
decrease.

Brown sees the “world incurring a vast
water deficit—one that is largely invisi-
ble, historically recent, and growing fast”
(p. 23). Citing falling water tables, rivers
running dry, and the increased diversion
of irrigation water to urban and indus-
trial needs, he warns that food supplies in
China, India, Pakistan, and Mexico are es-
pecially vulnerable, given their high de-
pendence on irrigated crops. Moreover,
Brown writes, “perhaps a third or more
of...[the] world’s cropland...is losing top-
soil through erosion faster than new soil
is forming, thereby reducing the land’s in-
herent productivity. Where losses are
heavy, productive land turns into waste-
land or desert” (p. 43). Productive crop-
land also is giving way to cities and
highways, and as the human population
grows, there is less and less cropland per
capita, a situation that would be exacer-
bated by global warming. Brown sug-
gests that “the detrimental effects of
higher temperatures on yields appear to
be overriding the CO2 fertilization effect
for the major crops” (p. 2). Mountain
snowpacks that provide summer irriga-
tion water will be reduced, coastal crop-
lands will be lost to rising sea level, and
an increasing number of storms will com-
promise agriculture and its infrastruc-
ture. Finally, Brown describes a socially
polarized world in terms of life ex-
pectancy, disease (especially HIV),
poverty, hunger, and illiteracy, all linked
to population growth.

These ills he sees as collectively accel-
erating environmental decline, spread-
ing hunger, and fomenting unrest,
creating streams of environmental
refugees. Population pressure and a
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dearth of land will fuel conflicts within
and between countries: “One of the
biggest risks in this new century is that
governments will be overwhelmed by the
new challenges that are now emerging....
Worn out by the struggles to deal with the
consequences of fast-multiplying human
numbers, they are unable to respond to
new threats, such as the HIV epidemic,
aquifer depletion, and land hunger” (p.
108).

Plan B, the alternative to plan A, entails
boosting water and land productivity,
cutting carbon emissions in half, and re-
sponding to the social challenge of
poverty and disease. Brown’s book is
packed with sensible imperatives illus-
trated with case examples: Improve wa-
ter productivity through realistic prices,
better irrigation practices, rainwater har-
vesting, and greater off-farm water effi-
ciency. With respect to land productivity,
traditional breeding and feeding ap-
proaches have reached their limits and
biotechnology holds little promise; there-
fore, Brown argues, multiple cropping,
agroforestry, aquaculture, restored animal
grazing and residue consumption, and
curtailment of erosion must be pursued.
Cutting carbon emissions requires a trin-
ity of measures: energy efficiency, more
conscientious use of renewables, and in-
auguration of a hydrogen economy. The
key to addressing social challenges is
slowing population growth—accelerating
the shift to smaller families through uni-
versal education, good nutrition, and
prevention of infectious diseases. Ac-
complishing all this requires both massive
government mobilization, particularly
in the United States, and “rapid systemic
change—change based on market sig-
nals that tell the ecological truth”(p. 199).

So besides fairly summarizing its con-
tent, how can a middle-of-the-road sci-
entist review this book? One approach is
to scour the text for illustrations of the
one-sided nature of the data provided.
For example, Brown illustrates falling
water tables thus: “In the United States,
the USDA reports that in parts of Texas,
Oklahoma, and Kansas—three leading
grain-producing states—the under-
ground water table has dropped by more
than 30 meters (100 feet)”(p. 29). Kansas
caught the eye of this reviewer, for in a re-

cently completed study in which I par-
ticipated, Kansas State University col-
leagues concluded that “irrigators have
adopted water saving practices and their
groundwater use has declined. The rate of
change in mean depth to water for mea-
sured wells in Finney County [Kansas]
has declined from –0.44 meters (–17.30
inches) per annum from 1978 to 1987 
to only –0.07 meters (–2.76 inches) per
annum between 1992 and 1995” (AAG
2003). Thus what is omitted is that in
many parts of the region, the ground-
water decline has slowed considerably.
This is true also at the global and na-
tional levels. Total global water with-
drawal has slowed and per capita
withdrawal has begun to decline. In the
United States, total withdrawals were
down 10 percent (20 percent on a per
capita basis) in 1995 from a 1980 peak
(Gleick 1998).

A second approach is to examine the
underlying theories, assumptions, and
framing within which the plethora of
arguments and details are placed. In

chapter after chapter, population growth
is cited as the fundamental cause of en-
vironmental deterioration. Indeed, it may
not be only coincidence that “plan B” is
also commonly used to refer to the emer-
gency contraceptive levonorgestrel.
Brown is locked into a basic Malthusian
framing of his world concerns, so much
so that he ignores or downplays the dra-
matic slowing of population growth in
the last few decades. The rate of world
population growth peaked in the 1960s;
the annual increment in growth peaked
in the 1980s.

Another major assumption that Brown
makes is that the use of specific resources
or ecosystem services must each be sus-
tainable and not exceed the rate at which
they are renewed in nature. Most envi-
ronmentalists share similar concerns,
but we often disagree on the question of
substitutability. Natural capital is not
fixed; Earth is a dynamic system, and
some forms of natural capital may be
substituted for by other types of natural
capital or by technology. Indeed, most
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of the cropland Brown rightly values 
began as forests or grasslands. In turn,
topsoils can be replaced by fertilizers,
and fertilizers perhaps by genetically
modified nitrogen fixation.

A third approach commonly used by
critics of Jeremiahs—and Lester Brown
qualifies as a modern Jeremiah—is to
assert the failure of previous forecasts
and thereby discredit the current set of
forecasts. Many critics have used this
third approach to castigate Brown’s work,
particularly his selective use of declines in
grain reserves, which he often presents as
“the number of days of world grain carry-
over stocks.” For example, in a piece
Brown wrote as president of the Earth
Policy Institute, he claimed, “The new
combination of falling water tables and
rising temperatures, along with trends
such as soil erosion, has led to four con-
secutive shortfalls in the world grain har-
vest. This year [2003] fell short of
consumption by a record 92 million tons.
These shortages have reduced world grain
stocks to their lowest levels in 30 years”
(Brown 2003).

Brown’s critics often cite his rush to
note major declines in reserves and his
tendency to seldom acknowledge subse-
quent or past increases as reserves. For 
example, if one takes the 4 years (1996–
1999) previous to the 2000–2003 period
that he cites and uses his data, one dis-
covers that grain stocks rose in each of
those years despite the changes in water
tables, temperature, and soil erosion that
surely applied to those years as well as the
years he cites.

But in a lengthy examination of the
role of earlier Jeremiahs, I noted that ac-
curacy of forecast was not a fair indica-
tor. For if we heed our Jeremiahs, we may
be able to institute timely corrective be-
havior to ensure that doomsday does not
arrive. Indeed, Plan B ignores the fact
that such corrective behavior is under
way even though it is insufficient and
needs to be accelerated (Kates and Parris
2003). In an attempt to capture that para-
dox, I once wrote the following Jeremiah
parable:

I imagine spaceship Earth as a
kind of fortunate Titanic. On the
ship’s prow in the middle of the

night, Jeremiah Brown peers into
the dimness. Faintly perceiving
some ominous shapes ahead, he
cries out lustily, “Icebergs ahead.”
Unsure if he is heard, he cries out
again and again. On the ship’s
bridge, the captain, hearing Jere-
miah only after some time, turns
to the navigator and asks for a
course correction to avoid a colli-
sion. Ten degrees to the star-
board, she says. The captain,
thinking, “What luck that I have
already started to turn because of
the bad weather ahead,” orders a
five-degree correction. The
helmsman looks at his compass
and suddenly realizes that he has
been dozing for a few minutes
and that the ship has actually
been drifting—fortunately,
though, in the right direction.
Without saying anything, he 
then corrects the course by two
degrees. Up ahead, alone and in
the cold, Jeremiah awaits a hard
starboard course correction,
maybe even a reversal of engines.
Sensing none, he mutters to him-
self, “They never listen to me,”
and prepares for the worst. (Kates
1995, p. 635)

Environmental Jeremiahs like Lester
Brown seem to call attention only to the
most alarming trends, pointing to them
as portents of catastrophe. Then, partly
because we already have listened to them
and partly because of the more favor-
able trends they ignore, catastrophe seems
averted—until they again remind us of
plan A.

ROBERT KATES 
33 Popple Point 

Trenton, ME 04605 
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BIOMECHANICS 
MADE ACCESSIBLE

Comparative Biomechanics: Life’s
Physical World. Steven Vogel. Prince-
ton University Press, Princeton, NJ,
2003. 582 pp., illus. $60.00 (ISBN
0691112975 cloth).

Aprovocative article published in 1998
focused on a disparate group of sci-

entists who pay for their own research
(Jon Cohen,“Scientists Who Fund Them-
selves,” Science 279: 178–181). Their rea-
sons for self-funding are dissatisfaction
with the grant refereeing and awarding
process, irritation over the time that grant
applications can absorb, and the rejection
of new ideas, which hampers innova-
tion. I have met many of the scientists
cited in this article and I find them ad-
mirable—exemplars who prompt my
wistful reflection, “I wish I’d thought of
that.”

Steven Vogel is one of those cited as 
using “his salary to fund his own relatively
inexpensive research on biological fluid
mechanics.” A professor at Duke Uni-
versity in Durham, North Carolina, Vo-
gel has established an international
reputation, starting with his doctoral
work on the flight of fruit flies. His later
work has probed such diverse topics as
the design and ventilation of prairie dog
burrows, leaves and sponges, the way in
which the leaves of trees deform to resist
high winds, and the design of plant stems.
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He is that rare animal, a biologist who is
at once fluent in mathematics, conversant
with physics and physical chemistry, and
an accomplished practical engineer.

More than that, the quality of Vogel’s
writing allows him to convey complex
ideas clearly and make them so accessi-
ble that his books are hard to put down.
His Life in Moving Fluids: Physical Biology
of Flow (Willard Grant Press, Boston,
1991) was the starting point for my stud-
ies in that area. His earlier Life’s Devices:
The Physical World of Animals and Plants
(Princeton University Press, Princeton,
NJ, 1988) was so attractive that I have
“lost” two copies to my students; that
book was deservedly awarded the Irving
and Jean Stone Prize for Science Writing
for Public Understanding. Steven Vogel is
able, thanks to his skill with the pen, to
bring his enthusiasm for functional stud-
ies of living organisms to a wide audience
and thereby (and I write this with admi-
ration) to supplement his salary sub-
stantially.

In the preface to his latest book,Vogel
makes the point that while “biomechan-
ics”is often taken to refer to human prob-
lems, particularly medical ones, the
book’s title, Comparative Biomechanics,
embraces the whole natural world. The
book is aimed at biology undergradu-
ates at any level beyond introductory
courses but, as is increasingly the case
with modern biology, it presumes and of-
ten requires a passable knowledge of the
physical sciences and mathematics.

The four introductory chapters deal
with basic physical dimensions and their
biological meaningful derivatives, such 
as power and work, force and pressure.
Vogel introduces us to the Système in-
ternationale d’unités, to which he adheres
sedulously throughout the book. He also
starts us off on an accepted series of sym-
bols for parameters: Here, accepted usage
can be ambiguous; for example,“E” can
stand for energy or Young’s modulus of
elasticity, while “e” stands for efficiency.
Never fear: All the symbols he uses are
listed on pages 519 and 520 and, where
uncertainty could arise in the text, he is
careful to guide us.

Part 2 comprises 10 chapters on fluids,
starting with discussion of the static prop-
erties of gases and liquids and moving to

flowing fluids, both around and within
organisms. I particularly enjoyed chapters
12 and 13 on the generation of lift and
thrust for swimming and flying. This is
a rapidly moving and fertile field of bi-
ological research and Vogel handles it ef-
fortlessly and with great insight
(fortunately, the book arrived just in time
for me to update my first-year lectures).
In my view, this section is a must for
anyone studying animal locomotion.

The next 10 chapters deal with solids
and structures. Vogel makes the useful
points that most biological materials have
a far greater range of properties than the
materials of human engineering, and
that organisms have the ability to alter
material properties locally, modifying
them in response to stress or the envi-
ronment. He is careful to point out that
organisms are not better engineers than
humans and that, indeed, they often
make the best of a limited palette of in-
organic minerals and organic polymers,

which often impose severe structural
limitations; nonetheless, he clearly re-
mains in awe of the amazing strength
and energy-absorbing capacity of the silk
of spiders.

Continuing from materials to struc-
tures and thence to mechanisms, he goes
on to consider static structures, such as
trees or shells, as well as moving struc-
tures, such as worms or horses. A key
feature of the mechanics of animal move-
ment is their use of muscle, which is the
subject of one useful, accessible, and eco-
nomical chapter. Muscle, Vogel points
out, is tricky stuff: It can generate force,
but it costs metabolic energy to do so
even if it does no work; it can pull, but it
cannot push; most curiously, it can be
lengthened while activated and thereby
absorb energy. In this chapter, Vogel
skates around the details of muscle bio-
chemistry and concentrates on its me-
chanics. This epitomizes the clarity with
which he has focused his text.
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In the concluding chapter,“Loose Ends
and Perspectives,”Vogel moves away from
his main themes to consider matters such
as safety factors—how safe is adequate
and in what contexts—and the ability of
living organisms to respond mechani-
cally to experience, something human
engineering and material science is
scratching at but with only limited suc-
cess. He doesn’t believe that nature does
it better than we do, merely differently,
and cites as evidence our dependence on
wheels, chains, gears, and the other ap-
purtenances of machinery, all of which
are unknown in living organisms.

A litmus test of any book is the qual-
ity of its bibliography. In this book are 25
pages of references ranging in date from
the middle of the 19th century to 2002
and, mirabile dictu, page citations for the
references.Why doesn’t everyone do this?
There are occasional minor complica-
tions: D. E.Alexander is not distinguished
in the text from the more prolific R. McN.
Alexander, for example.

The standard of presentation and
cross-referencing is, given the scale of
the book, remarkably high. It is perhaps
carping to wonder what the following
sentence on page 382 means: “A banana
leaf, pushed sideways, twists rather than
bends, again using a structure, its petiole
(or leaf stem), of very torsional stiffness.”
Rather more serious is the discrepancy
between the equation given for the sec-
ond moment of area of an elliptical rod
in figure 18.3 (p. 368) and that in the
text on page 369 (the latter is correct).

One cannot leave this book without re-
marking on the easy gaiety with which
Vogel sprinkles his writing with puns,
literary asides, alliteration, and tactical
use of one-word sentences. Space con-
straints allow me to give you only a few
examples. On page 334, in the context of
how a hole stops the propagation of a
crack in a sheet of thin material, he writes,
“This removal of further foil should foil
the further facility of the foil to fail.”You
get both pun and alliteration rolled into
a single sentence.Again, in his attribution
of the use of a polar plot that compares
the lift and drag coefficients of airfoils,
we find on page 251 that this was “a 
device introduced by that towering figure,
Gustav Eiffel.”

Americans seem surprisingly loath to
use hyphens, but Vogel does so to great 
effect:“Molecular techniques now make
it unnecessary to seek out those near-
oxymorons, functionless anatomical 
features” (p. 510). I could go on. This is
one book I shall not lend to students; I
will tell them they must buy it.

H. C. BENNET-CLARK 
Emeritus Reader in Invertebrate Zoology

Department of Zoology 
University of Oxford 

Oxford, OX1 3PS
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